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Paper Journey: How many people touch it?

20+ Interactions

Models

Paper Journey
21+How many people touch it?

paper mill paper dealer delivery truckdelivery truckdelivery truck cut paper

letterpress print 1st ink print 2nd ink score cut fold

customermail truck mail person

delivery truckglue packattach string fulfillmentpress

This maps all the touch points in the handling of paper for a holiday card 
created at a letterpress shop. Each point represents a person with whom 
the proprietor must deal with, as well as a person touching the paper that 
ultimately helps get it to the final client. 

Enrique Von Rohr: Methods of Contextual Research-IDUS-711-OL
Time/activity managed/coordinated by proprietor outside of press. 
Time/activity that the project is at the press.
_____________________
This maps all the touch points in the handling of paper for 
an ornament created at by Firecracker Press. Each point rep-
resents a person with whom the proprietor must deal with, 
as well as a person touching the paper that ultimately helps 
get it to the final client. While not all people are represent-
ed, for example the those that may be part of the paper mill 
or trucking operation, it attempt to represent the complexity 

in a job this size.  The project was to design and produce an 
ornament. It represent the largest project in the history of 
the letterpress and will take over three months to complete 
the 30,000 three dimensional ornaments. The production of 
the project has dominated the entire functioning of the shop 
and they have to fit in all other projects as they move along. 
They are simultaneously printing and gluing the holiday 
cards as they go along in the process. 

Discoveries: How large is good for a small shop?
1. Large jobs with many hand offs and parts 

can challenge work flow of smaller jobs 
and the overall implementation of projects.

2. Production schedule of details are ongoing 
if not planned well in advance, ie the team 
did not account for the gluing time of each 
piece. Times 30K, that is a lot of time.

3. The main press was down for a week 
during the job. The shop’s size and ability 
to implement could jeopardize each step.

Business: Prints 500 per day. Approximately 60 days to print 30,000 that are 
needed. The job is taking a significant amount of time thus impacting the operation/
management of the studio while having to fit other jobs into a limited available 
press time. 

Production: After the scoring and die cut, assembly starts.

Production: String is added prior to final delivery to fulfillment house. 

Planning: Waiting for further assembly. A total of 30,000 to be completed by a 
4-person shop plus additional support that is being hired to complete production. The 
volume is such that additional teams are having to be secured. 
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Mind Map: What goes into a letterpress job?
Models

Discoveries: 
1. Print jobs can use multiple techniques to 

layer effects and character of visuals.
2. Computer is an important tool for this 

shop.
3. While one could do this as a hobby, the  

complexity and richness of the techniques  
is what differentiates this press.

“To run a studio you do not need a  
computer, to run our studio you  
probably need a computer.”
        - Shop Manager
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Mind Map: The Press
The old and new come together
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In this model I am depicting a poster project designed to use 
every technique that is at the disposal of the press. This includes 
wood block cuts for the illustrations, to metal type to wood type 
and photopolimer for logos and text. The project reflects an 
interplay of new and old in that the designer and wood cutter is 
using the computer to design the poster and is referencing the 
color as he works on the wood block. While he is looking for the 
hand quality of the carving, he is also going back and forth with 
the computer to achieve the desired effect. Note: Not all steps in 
the process are depicted in the images below. 

Design

Detail of colors

Carving and referencing paper

Layout

Comparing with woodblock

Tools of the trade

“I will often go to a site and 
take picture to inform the 
layout of the design.” 
  -Shop Manager



Discoveries: 
1. To run a reasonable size shop there is an 

interdependence that occurs.
2. Some reliance on external expertise is  

important in early years from the older 
generation of printers.

3. I takes about 5 year to really get your busi-
ness going and prove it is sustainable.

VENN Diagram: It’s all about the press
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The Press

Front Office
(Client Centric)
The primary role of the proprietor is the overall 
business strategy. While he is still involved in day to 
day operations and hands on testing of various 
activities, he relies on his three full time employees 
plus a steady flow on interns to do the actual work. 

The Shop Manager is involved with day to day 
production oversight. He is also involved with the 
design and set up of the  furniture for production. He 
works closely with the proprietor but also with the 
pressman and assistants to make sure each job is 
completed on time and at the highest quality. 

Back Office
(Production Centric)
The pressman is primarily responsible for production of 
all jobs. This includes setting up the presses to run, 
locking in the furniture, adjusting color, checking ink 
coverage and overall accuracy of production. 

The assistant pressman does much of the same work 
and the pressman, but also follows the lead of the 
pressman and the shop manager in prioritizing jobs 
and getting approvals for each job.

Interns do a variety of jobs, but also have the 
opportunity of lock up their own postcards and 
run a job. 

Intern #1 (left) looking at proprietor (right) doing a demo to glue and ornament.

Pressman #2 inking rollers.

Intern #3 locking up some type.

Pressman #1 (left) discussing a print job and its colors with proprietor (right).

Pressman #1 (left) with Intern #2 (right) 
reviewing a job on the computer.

Interviewer (right) with shop manager 
(left) working on a woodcut.

Model: 

“I think to run a letterpress shop you might have 
to forget how to use a computer for a while, 
because even though it is a good tool it just a 
tool, it can not be the full end promise of what 
we make.”
-Matty


